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Introduction: What is a chimera state?
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Recent experimental verifications of chimera states





Chimera states for local coupling?

?



Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices (SQUIDs)

●extraordinary electromagnetic
properties not found in nature

highly nonlinear oscillator

complex collective behavior



magnetic flux threading n-th loop:
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Array of SQUIDs with local coupling 

Josephson relations



Array of SQUIDs with local coupling 
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Array of SQUIDs with local coupling 

β=0.1369
φac=0.06
γ=0.024

parameters experimentally relevant

single SQUID (                 )n=1, λ=0



co-existence of stable
and unstable periodic
solutions

multiple saddle-node
bifurcations of limit
cycles

Single SQUID snake-like resonance curve (γ=0.024)
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Single SQUID snake-like resonance curve (γ=0.024)

● series expansion (5 first terms)

● trial solution: 

● Rotating Wave Approximation

● neglecting terms:



Single SQUID snake-like resonance curve (γ=0.024)

where:



Single SQUID snake-like resonance curve (γ=0.01)

as γ decreases the
snake curve becomes 
more winding 

number of coexisting
periodic orbits 
increases

(un)stable branches
more and smaller 



Two coupled SQUIDs (γ=0.024, λ=-0.025)

system complexity
and multistability 
increases



Two coupled SQUIDs (γ=0.024, λ=-0.025)

system complexity
and multistability 
increases

coexisting chaotic
attractors around 
resonance frequency



N=256 coupled SQUIDs (γ=0.024, λ=-0.025)

stroboscopic
maps of various
SQUID oscillators

huge multiplicity
of attractors: 
attractor crowding 



Multi-clustered chimera states (γ=0.024, λ=-0.025)

1-headed

3-headed

6-headed

12-headed



Multi-clustered chimera states (γ=0.024, λ=-0.025)

two “levels” of coherent 
clusters corresponding 
to two long stable 
branches

oscillators escaping 
incoherent cluster
solitary states



TitleMulti-clustered chimera states (γ=0.0024, λ=-0.025)

1-headed

2-headed

4-headed

 8-headedcoherent clusters are 
at one ''level” -  long 
stable branch of low
amplitude

incoherent clusters are 
more chaotic - multiple 
smaller branches of 
high amplitude



Chimera states videos

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/301688296_Chimeras_i
n_locally_coupled_SQUIDs_Lions_goats_and_snakes
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Measuring synchrony: Kuramoto local order parameter



TitleDynamic regimes in the (λ,γ) parameter space



Conclusions & Outlook

● Robust multi-chimera states have been found in 
an array of SQUIDs with nearest-neighbor interactions

● Chimeras emerge due to extreme multistability

● Attractor crowding around the geometric resonance 
frequency some of which are chaotic

● Chimeras characterized through local synchronization

● Dynamical regimes in relevant parameter space
reveals coexistence of multi-clustered chimera states

●  Experimental verification of SQUID chimeras?
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